


















B2.

(a) Estimate how much power, in kWh/day, is used on average per passenger

on plane flights, assuming one long-distance round trip per year. You may

assume a range of 8000 miles with a fuel capacity of 240,000 litres, and a

passenger capacity of 400 persons for a B747 jet. You may further assume

an energy density of 10 kWh/litre of fuel. [2]

Answer: The amount of energy used per passenger on one round trip is

the amount of fuel used per round trip × the energy per unit fuel, divided

by the number of passengers [1].

So we have: P = 2×240000l×10kWh
400×365pld = 33 kWh/d per person [1].
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(b) Show that the power required to keep an airplane up in the air and moving

forward can be described as

P = 1
ε (

m2
planeg

2

2ρairAtubev
+ ρairAtubev

3

2 )

where ε is the engine efficiency, mplane the mass of the plane, ρair the air

density, v the speed of the plane, and Atube the cross sectional area of air

tube created by the plane as it moves through the air. [13]

Answer: In order to stay up, the plane needs to overcome gravity. It does

so by “throwing air down” (which is achieved by the tilt of the wings).

The plane moves through the air and pushes down on the air in the tube.

The air tube, in return, pushes back and “lifts” the plane. So the energy

required to keep the plane up is just the energy of the downward motion

of the air particles in the tube: Ekin = 1
2mairu

2 [1].

Next, we need to find an expression for the air mass and the downward

speed u of the air particles.

The mass of the air tube can be expressed as mair = ρairV and V =

Atube × ltube [1/2] the volume of the air tube, where ltube = v × t [1/2]

the length of the air tube and v is the forward speed of the plane (which

defines the length of the air tube the plane passes through) [1].

So we have mair = ρairAtubevt [1]

To figure out the downward speed, we have to look at the forces acting on

the plane:

F = mplaneg is the gravity acting on the plane [1]

F = maira is the force of the plane acting on the tube, where a = u/t the

acceleration of the air particles [1].

Both forces must balance each other, so we have:
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mplaneg = maira. Solving for a and u, we get: a =
mplaneg
mair

= u
t

u =
mplanegt
mair

=
mplanegt
ρairAtubevt

=
mplaneg
ρairAtubev

[1]

Put together, we have: Ekin = 1
2mairu

2 = 1
2ρairAtubevt
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[1]

And since P = E/t, P =
m2

planeg
2

2ρairAtubev
is the power requirement for staying

up [1].

Next, we need the power requirement for moving forward. To do this, the

plane needs to overcome the air resistance. Again, we look at the kinetic

energy of the air particles in the tube which are disturbed by the plane

moving through the air tube: Ekin = 1
2mairv

2 where v is the speed of the

disturbed air particles, corresponding to the speed of the plane [1]. This

gives us Ekin = 1
2ρairAtubevtv

2 = ρairAtubev
3t

2 [1], and because P = E/t

we get P = ρairAtubev
3

2 the power requirement to overcome air resistance

and move forward [1].

Finally, since no engine is 100% effective, we need to include the engine

efficiency. [1]

So in total we get a power requirement of Ptot = 1
ε (

m2
planeg

2

2ρairAtubev
+ρairAtubev

3

2 ).
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(c) The plane-based energy cost can be expressed as EC = 1
εmplaneg(cdfA)1/2

where (cdfA)1/2 is the drag-to-lift ratio. Based on this equation, how

can the energy consumption of planes be improved? Are any of these

approaches realistic? [5]

Answer: To lower our energy consumption, i.e. to lower our energy cost,

the mass of the plane should be small [1], the drag-to-lift ratio should be

small [1], and the engine efficiency should be high [1]. As it is, planes are

already highly efficient [1], so it is probably not realistic to think that we

can make much of an improvement [1].

[Answers that indirectly address the first three criteria may be accepted

as well, e.g. the use of reinforced carbon-fibre to reduce weight]
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B3

(a) Solar energy is a pervasive form of energy that has many effects on Earth.

List four modes of solar energy that can be used for power production.

You may include direct (i.e. first order) and indirect (second order) modes

of power production. [4]

Answer: Any four of the items listed below are awarded one mark each:

• Solar Thermal

• Solar Photovoltaic

• Biomass

• Wind Power

• Wave Power

• Hydroelectricity

• Fossil Fuels
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(b) On average, the solar power reaching the surface of the Earth (after albedo

reflection and atmospheric absorption) is 170 W m−2. This is, however,

derived assuming that the sun is directly overhead. The UK is at a latitude

of 52◦ North, and Earth’s spin axis has a tilt of 23◦. How much solar power

does the UK receive in mid-summer, in mid-winter, and on average? Hint:

in summer, the spin axis is tilted towards the Sun, in winter, it is tilted

away from the Sun. [8]

Answer: If the Sun is not directly overhead but at an angle l, the Sun

“sees” a projected area of Aprojected = A × cos l [1]. In mid-summer, the

Sun is l = 52◦ − 23◦ = 29◦ away from being overhead [1]. That means

that for a unit area of 1 m2, the Sun actually only “sees” cos l = cos 29◦ =

0.87 = 87% of the 1 m2. The solar power is reduced accordingly to 148

≈ 150 W m−2 [1]. In mid-winter, the Sun is l = 52◦ + 23◦ = 75◦ away

from being overhead [1]. That means that for a unit area of 1 m2, the

Sun actually only “sees” cos l = cos 75◦ = 0.26 = 26% of the 1 m2. The

solar power is reduced accordingly to 44 W m−2 [1]. So, on average, the

Sun is just 52◦ away from being overhead [1], reducing the incoming solar

power by cos 52◦ = 0.62 = 62% [1] to 105 W m−2 [1]. (allow for rounding

differences)
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(c) Assuming an average incoming solar power of 110 W m−2 for south-facing

roofs, and further assuming an efficiency of 50% for solar thermal panels,

how much power can be produced in the UK using solar thermal? You

may further assume an average 10 m2 of south-facing roof area per person

to put the solar thermal panels on, and a population of 60 million people

in the UK. [2]

Answer: The power produced is the available area times power per area

divided by the number of people, including the efficiency and converting

to our standard units of kWh/dp, we get: 0.5×10m2×60×106×110W×24h
60×106pdm2 [1]

= 10m2×110W×24h
2pdm2 = 13.2 kWh/dp [1].

Bookwork.

(d) Explain in no more than 100 words the basic physics behind the photo-

voltaic effect and why there is a limit to the efficiency of photovoltaic cells.

[6]

Answer: PV cells are semiconductors containing atoms and electrons in

a bound lattice [1]. If enough energy (i.e. from sun light) is given to an

electron in the lattice, it is freed and can move freely, producing a current

[1]. The energy needed to free an electron is the critical Ecrit, so that any

photon with Ecrit is converted to electricity with a ε = 100% efficiency [1].

However, photons with energies below Ecrit are not converted to electricity

and are wasted (ε = 0%) [1]. For photons with energies larger than Ecrit,

the excess energy is also wasted (ε = E/Ecrit−1) [1]. This leads to the so

called Shockleigh-Queisser limit [1], and limits the efficiency of standard

PV cells to 30%.
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